Working on many scales and types of projects in China at times of rapid change, the writer is founder of his own architectural practice Priestman Architects now based in Chongqing and is a PhD candidate at London's University of Westminster. Environmental, socio-economic and spatial problems persist and metamorphose; the phenomenon of the burgeoning and dominant human habitat of the city is also faced with rapid change from new forms of occupation and technologies. Promoting hopeful visions of the unruly city and its interrelated fringes is a pressing need. This paper proposes an outline theoretical framework using ideas of cultural landscape in China to better frame and locate architectural work. The paper starts with Living off Landscape by Francois Jullien which discusses the potency of Chinese ideas of landscape against the limitations of European landscape thought and includes a discussion of photography as the primary media beyond painting that is extending ideas of landscape. The paper considers the use of the path in classical Chinese landscape painting as a conceptual, cultural and physical thread linking the non-urban to the urban. There, the building -heroic object or urban component -can both accommodate exterior contexts and combine resonant interiorities to constitute a fertile field where social and private domains touch.
Outlining a field of ideas of cultural landscape the paper focusses on the path as an existential, cultural, social and practical structure that entwines diverse realities. The idea of the path is extended into the city in the form of the problematic and promising domain of the modern street, which is shared by so many.
The path in the landscape --the street in the city --is used as the methodology for reviewing current work in the rapidly changing condition of contemporary China.
Examining Chinese landscape-thought, he articulates the potentiality that``..we might consider this thing called`landscape' no longer as`part' of the land that`nature' presents to an`observer', in the ordinary definition, but as a resource on which living (vivre) can indefinitely draw.'' (Prologue, p.x -Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Unthought of in Reason (t.2018)) His critique of European thought on landscape is that firstly it arose almost in passing --as the backdrop to events in the foreground. The idea of Landscape in Europe, he argues, is constrained by three underlying precepts (Chapter I, Expanse, View, Cutoff -Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018)): Firstly that is conceived as a selected part in relation to a whole (of land), secondly that there is a visual bias to it as something we view or look at. His third constraint is that it doesn't escape from subject --object biases, where we the subjective observer are separated from the landscape object before us.
He next outlines the way language is used in China, through parataxis, conjoining different character-symbol-meanings. Hence the`word' for landscape in Chinese is the combination of the two characters for`Mountain(s)' and`Water(s)'. Here already is an entirely different scope for the idea of landscape and inhabitation of it, with the correspondence of the immovable forms of mountain with the fluid formlessness of water, vapour and cloud. He compares this thinking:``We (Europeans) were not expecting this other possibility of thought. In truth, we had never even imagined it.'' (P.17 Chapter II,``Mountain(s)-Water(s)'' Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018)) and concludes``All landscape apprehended in this play of correlations is the entirety of the world in its vibrancy: not a world that beckons from Elsewhere but a world received in the to-and-fro of its respiration. This same tension of living is what Chinese painting captures in landscape.'' (P.26 Chapter II,`M ountain(s)-Water(s)'' Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018)) Jullien argues that landscape as articulated in Chinese thought extends beyond the seeing and viewing -as a locus of exchange -where the polarisation for instance of near-far or of permanence-transience speaks of the correlation between physicality and interiority and between the perceptual and the affectual. These appreciations could free us, has says, and``We can now better appreciate the usefulness of the Chinese theoretical apparatus. By looking at everything in terms of correlation it breaches the wall behind which Europe's psychological (insular) notion of the self-subject lies entrenched.'' (P.49 Chapter IV: When the Perceptual turns out to be Affectual -Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018)) He focusses on the way that in Chinese thought Mountain-Waters entwines the realms of physicality, living and spirituality;``Thus landscape plunges us physicallyor, better yet, phenomenally -``between Heaven and Earth''; it plunges us raw into the fundamental interaction that endlessly promotes existence and conveys us to a clearingout and opening-up.'' (P.60 Chapter V: When`Spirit' Emanates from the Physical -Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018)) Jullien concludes his essay with a short design manifesto:``What matters is the advent of multiple polarities that set the world in tension and rescue it from impending uniformity, which will doom it to boredom by atony before relegating it to indifference.'' (P.125 Epilogue -Jullien, Francois., Living off Landscape, or the Un-thought of in Reason (t.2018)).
Photography + Environmentalism What happened to the idea of landscape in Europe?
Looking back again at the works of Nicolas Poussin, famously known for his landscapes, we are also drawn into his intense internal-external compositions where human passion and the environment are entwined -for instance in his Seven Sacraments (Poussin, Nicolas., (b. 1594) The Seven Sacraments --the second series (1644 to 1648) is currently on loan at the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh). As the popular writer Alain de Botton recently argues in`Art for Therapy' (De Botton, Alain., Art for Therapy (2018)), we may correspond with works of art for powerful emotional reasons, that extends beyond works drily described as moments in a linear history of art. In Poussin's work the`environment' is inhabited by us, and it emanates to us the assembled interplay of things.
Jullien observes that art in Europe declined to further develop ideas of landscape. 
Modern China
In Colin., Collage City (1978) with Fred Koetter) as`Collision City'. We see our approach as participating in a renewal of cultural ideas without imitation or sentimentality. This involves numerous types of response from poetic idea to pragmatic ideas of efficacy.
One way of mapping those response types is through considering possible relations between architectures and nature-landscape, which are so enticingly considered in ancient and 21 Century China.
Nature-Relational Architectures
We have numerous starting points to experiment with in landscape relations -numerous ways of re-accommodating with our environments relations is included as part of our realities. This idea of path --sometimes a prescribed route -is similarly prominent and practically speaking useful in the classical Chinese garden.
Was this path also so important an idea given the much longer distances travelled in such an extensive nation? Unlike the Cathedrals within the European city, major temples in China tend to be remote -often on mountainous sites. Pilgrimage and travel involving lengthy sacrifice then would have given a crucially different perception of territory. Many Repositioning, then re-evaluating the cultural function of terrain gives our practice specific tools to help enhance the significance of designs and buildings for dwellers and viewers. In the process of acknowledging the ancient Chinese idea of nature-reality, the relations of the building to nature and landscape have become more crucial.
Conclusion
Those relations can take many forms: The simple pavilion, the building that accommodates nature, that symbol of the natural, mimicry of natural form, greened buildings or of a digitally manufactured nature.
In the vast ancient region of China the path has been and still is a pronounced cultural, practical and administrative structure. By extension the 3-dimensional site of the adapting street offers many possibilities for re-thinking as the place for all-ages, new behaviours and the fluid interaction of the society met along the way.
Here too, in the Anthropocene, an era of probable less work through automation and / or different work-life patterns with unimagined new industries, the street needs to flex and adapt more fluidly, include, and nourish us with more soulful participation.
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Note on the title`Mountain Waters': The title uses the two words freely so as to be more evocative of the overall themes of the paper. It is not intended as a direct translation of the Chinese word for landscape which is literally Mountain(s) Water(s)
